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INVARIANT REGIONS FOR SYSTEMS OF CONSERVATION LAWS

BY

DAVID HOFF1

ABSTRACT. We describe necessary and sufficient conditions for a region in

R." to be invariant for (Glimm) solutions of the system of n conservation laws

Ut + f(u)x = 0. We also make some observations about the invariance of such

regions for certain finite difference approximations of solutions of systems of

conservation laws.

1. Introduction. In this paper we discuss invariant regions for systems of

conservation laws

(1.1) ut + /(u)* = 0,

(1.2) u(x,0) = uo(x).

Here u = u(x,t) G Rn, / is a smooth function from an open set V of R™ into R",

and uo has bounded total variation with values in V. Thus S Ç V is invariant

if, whenever uo(x) G S for all x, then the solution u(x, t) of (1.1)—(1.2) is in 5

for all (x,i). In addition, we make some preliminary observations concerning the

invariance of such sets for certain finite difference approximations of solutions of

(1.1H1.2).1
We remark that, when there exists an invariant set S for (1.1) in which the

Jacobian f'(u) is bounded, then the results of Nishida-Smoller [9] and Hoff-Smoller

[5] become applicable to establish the existence of global smooth solutions of the

regularized problem

"t + f(u)x = £Uxx,        u(x,0) = u0(x) G S.

And when such a set 5 is also invariant for a given finite difference scheme, then

mesh-ratio conditions for that scheme can be achieved a priori, thus obviating the

need to calculate sound speeds locally and adjusting the time step repeatedly.

§1 contains some preliminary remarks concerning definitions and notation. Our

main results characterizing invariant regions are presented in §2. We first give

necessary and sufficient conditions for the invariance of a set S in terms of the

geometry of dS and the behavior of the shock curves for (1.1). In the case that (1.1)

is genuinely nonlinear, and either n = 2 or all states are sufficiently close, we refine

these conditions to the simple requirements that S be convex and that the normal

to OS be a left eigenvector of /'. We also give several examples, including one which

shows that, in general, invariant sets need not be convex. In §4 we consider the

question of whether such sets are also invariant for various finite difference schemes.

We show that, as a consequence of our results in §3, a convex invariant set is also
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invariant for the Lax-Friedrichs and Godunov schemes. For Osher's scheme (see

[10]) we give an example in which an invariant set for (1.1) is in fact not invariant

for the difference approximations, and we propose a modification of the scheme

which remedies this difficulty.

Our work is motivated by, and to some degree an extension of, earlier work of

Chueh, Conley and Smoller [2]. These authors consider regions which are a priori

invariant for smooth solutions of systems similar to (1.1), but with reaction and

parabolic diffusion terms included. By contrast, our results characterize regions

which are a posteriori invariant for certain constructed weak solutions of (1.1)-

(1.2). Not surprisingly, the requirements for a set to be invariant are somewhat

similar in the two cases. But there are notable differences, both in the results and

in the methods of proof.

2. Preliminary remarks and notation. It is well known that global smooth

solutions of (1.1) do not exist in general, no matter how smooth the initial data

i¿o is. But weak solutions, which are defined in the obvious way, are known to

be nonunique. It is therefore necessary to append to (1.1)—(1.2) extra conditions

("entropy conditions") which presumably select the correct, physical weak solutions.

It has been shown by Glimm [3] that, for the systems of interest here, global

solutions of (1.1)—(1.2) do exist, provided that the initial data uq has sufficiently

small total variation. And as observed by Lax in [8], Glimm's solutions do satisfy

all relevant entropy conditions. For our purposes, therefore, a set 5 will be invariant

if it is invariant for the weak solutions constructed by Glimm.

The Glimm solutions are obtained as limits in L\oc of approximate solutions

constructed by solving Riemann problems locally in x — t space. By a Riemann

problem we mean the system (1.1) together with initial data of the form

,„,i /a     Jttj, x < 0,

It follows that a set S is invariant for the Glimm solutions of (1.1)—(1.2) if and only

if it is invariant for Riemann problems (1.1)—(2.1). The solution of the Riemann

problem was constructed by Lax in [7], and it will therefore be necessary for us to

review this solution in some detail.

We now describe our assumptions about the flux / appearing in (1.1). First, we

assume there is an open set V in Rn such that, for u in V, the matrix f'(u) has

distinct real eigenvalues Ai(tt) < • • • < Xn(u) with corresponding right and left (col-

umn) eigenvectors r¿(u) and /¿(u). In addition, we assume that each characteristic

field is either linearly degenerate, VA*r¿ = 0, or genuinely nonlinear, VA*r¿ ^ 0. In

the latter case we may normalize r¿ by requiring that VA*r¿ = 1, and in every case

we choose the k so that

(2.2) r% = 6ij.

The precise result of Lax, then, is that, when t¿¡ and ur are points of V which are

sufficiently close, there is a unique solution of the Riemann problem (1.1)—(2.1) of

a certain type, which we shall describe below. Finally, as a matter of convenience,

we always take V to be convex.

In addition to the above assumptions and normalizations, we assume throughout

that S is closed and connected in V and dS is smooth and connected.   We then
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say that S is invariant if, whenever ui and ur are in S and the Lax solution u(x, t)

of the corresponding Riemann problem (1.1)—(2.1) exists, then u(x,t) G S for all

(x,t). And S will be locally invariant if the above condition holds for u¡ and un-

sufficiently close (which may be closer than required for the existence of a solution).

Given sufficiently close points u¿ and ur of V, the solution u(x,t) of the cor-

responding Riemann problem may be described as follows, u has the constant

value V{ in a sector ai < x/t < 6¿, where u¡ — vq and ur = vn; and the sector

bi-i < x/t < ai is an "¿-wave" of one of three types. First, an "¿-shock" occurs

when bi-i = a¿ = s and Vi-i and Vi satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot condition

(2.3) f(vi) - f{vi-i) = s(ví - Vi-i)

and the entropy condition

(2.4) Xi(v^i)>s>Xi(vl).

Second, an "¿-rarefaction wave" occurs when 6¿_i = A¿(i)¿_i) < X(ví) — ai, and for

bi-i < x/t < ai, u(x,t) = w(x/t), where w is parallel to ri(w). ¿-shocks and ¿-

rarefaction waves occur only when the ¿th characteristic field is genuinely nonlinear.

In the linearly degenerate case the ¿-wave is a contact discontinuity, characterized

by (2.3) and the condition A¿(v¿_i) = A¿(v¿).

In addition, there is the following geometrical structure in the relationship be-

tween Vi-i and Vi. If we fix v¿_i G V, then there is a half curve Vi(e), called the

¿-shock curve, parameterized by e = Xí(ví) — A¿(u¿_i) < 0, of states i>¿ for which

(2.3) and (2.4) hold. The resulting shock speeds s then satisfy

(2.5) s = (Xl(vl-i) + Xi(vi})/2 + 0(e2).

The states t>¿ which are connected to Vi-i by an ¿-rarefaction curve are precisely

the points on the integral curve of r¿ through Vi-i parameterized by the same e,

for e > 0. The joined ¿-shock and ¿-rarefaction curves then comprise a curve which

is globally C2, called the "¿-wave curve," and which we denote by <j)\(vi-i,£). In

the linearly degenerate case, 4>\(vi-ii£) is simply the integral curve of r¿ through

Vi-i, parameterized as before. Finally, <f>r(vi,£) consists of those states i>¿_i which

are connected to Vi on the left by a wave of the appropriate type.

This structure implies the following technical fact, which will be used in §3.

LEMMA 2.1. Let ui = vo,---,vn = ur be the states in the solution of the

Riemann problem (1.1)—(2.1).  Then

dvj

dur
= ^2rk(ui)lk(uiY

fc=i

PROOF. From the above discussion, we have

(d(j>\/d£)(v%^i,£)\e=Q = rt(vi-i),

and, since 4>\(ví-i,0) = f¿_i,

d4>\/dvi-i\e=0 = 7.

Now fix m = va, let e = (ei,...,en), and define states u¿(e) by vt = <¡>\(ví-i,£í).

Then since w¿|£=o = «i, we have

dv,

~d£.
Tj(ui),        j < i,

K0, j> i.
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That is,

(2.6) dvi/d£\£=0 = [ri,...,r%,0,...0}.

In particular, dvn/d£\£=o is an invertible matrix, so that the map £ —» vn(£) is

invertible near £ = 0. (This proves that (1.1)—(2.1) is solvable when vn — ur is

close to u¡.) In addition, the normalization (2.2) implies that

(2.7)
de

dvn

¡t

Combining (2.6) and (2.7) we obtain

dvj

dur

dvi de

de dvn
= ¿rfc/*'

fc=i

as required.    D

3. Invariant regions. In this section we present our main results character-

izing invariant regions. We assume that V is an open convex set in Rn in which

the hypotheses of §2 hold, and the set S, which is closed and connected in V, has

a smooth connected boundary öS relative to V.

The following lemma gives a necessary condition that S be invariant.

LEMMA 3.1. Assume that S is invariant. Then there is an index p such that,

at each point of dS, the normal vector to öS is parallel to the eigenvector lp.

PROOF. If ui G dS there is a neighborhood B of u¡ and a C2 function g: B —► R

such that B H S = {u G B: g(u) < 0}. Let ur(s) be an arbitrary smooth curve

on öS with ur(0) = u¡, and let u\ = vo(s),... ,vn(s) = ur(s) be the states in

the solution of the Riemann problem with data (u¡,ur(s)). Our hypothesis is that

Vi(s) G S for each ¿ and s, so that g(vi(s)) < 0. That is,

g(n) + sVg(Ul) + [dvt/dur\Ur=U[ ûr(0)] + 0(s2) < 0.

But since g(u¡) = 0, the coefficient of s must therefore also be zero. And because

úr(0) is an arbitrary vector in the tangent space T of dS at ui, we may conclude

that dvt/duT\Ur=u¡ maps T into itself. Therefore (dvi/dur)1 maps T1- into T-1. But

T1- = span(Vg), so that

(dvi/duryVg = CiVg

for some scalar c¿. Applying Lemma 2.1, we may rewrite this as

i

Y,(rkVg)lk = CiVg.
fc=i

Now choose p minimal such that cp ^ 0. Then

cpVg = (cp - cp-i)Vg = (rpVg)lp.

That is, the normal vector Vg to dS is parallel to lp at it;, p is constant throughout

öS because öS is smooth and connected.
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Figure  1

We remark that, when S satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 2.1 above, then, in

view of (2.2), integral curves of r¿ for ¿ ^ p which intersect öS must in fact be

contained in öS. Therefore, ¿-rarefaction curves or ¿-contact discontinuity curves

through points w; G öS (S) remain in öS (S).

We can now give a complete characterization of invariant sets in terms of the

behavior of the shock curves <¡>i(uo,£)\e<o-

THEOREM 3.2.   S is invariant if and only if the following two conditions hold:

(a) There is ap such that, at each point uq of öS, lp(uo) is parallel to the normal

to öS.
(b) Ifi<p (i > p) and if the ith characteristic field is genuinely nonlinear, then

<j>\(uo, e) G S (4>¡(u0, s) G S) for ail u0 G öS and all e < 0 (e > 0).

PROOF. If S is invariant, then (a) holds by Lemma 3.1. Assume that (b) fails for

some ¿ < p. Then there is a point uo G öS such that the curve 4>\(uo, e)|£<o leaves

S, say at ui = $(uo,ei). Now (d/de)0p(ui,e)|£=o = rp(ui), andrp(ui)tZp(ui) = 1,

so that the curve 0p(ui,e) is transverse to öS at e = 0. By perturbing ui to u2

along the curve 4>\(uo,-) (Figure 1), we obtain a point u2 = <f>\(uo,£2) £ S such

that 4>lp(u2, ■) contains a point u¡ G S. The Riemann problem with data ui = uo

and ur = t¿3 is therefore solved with an ¿-shock connecting uq and u2, and a p-

wave connecting u2 and U3. However, both i¿o and U3 are in S but u2 is not, thus

violating invariance. The proof of (b) for ¿ > p is similar.

Now assume that (a) and (b) hold. We show first that (b) is satisfied by all

points uo of S. If not, then there are points uo G int (S) and ui G <¿>'(uo, •) — S.

But this shows that the curve <f>r(ui, ■) enters int(5), so that there is a point u2 G

<f>i(ui, ■) D öS. But then ui G 4>\(u2, ■) — S, violating (b), since u2 G öS.

Now let ur and t¿¡ be points of 5 for which the solution of the corresponding

Riemann problem contains states ui = vq,. ■ ■ ,vn = ur. We claim that if Vk-i G S

and k < p, then Vk G S. To prove this we simply observe, by the remarks following

Lemma 3.1 and by hypothesis (b), that the entire curve (¡>lk(vk-i, ■) is contained in

S. Since Vk is a point on this curve, Vk is in 5. We therefore have by induction that

the points vq, ..., dp-i are in S. Proceeding similarly from the fact that vn = ur

is in S and using the other half of (b), we find that the points vn,..., vp are in S.

To complete the proof we need to show that, if vp-i and vp are connected by

a p-rarefaction wave, then all the intermediate states in that wave are points of
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S. Suppose then that the p-rarefaction curve 0p(wp-i,-)|£>o leaves S, say at ui,

and then reenters S at u2. Then since (d/de)<ji>p(cip_i,e) = rv(<j>lp) for e > 0, the

numbers rp(ui)t/p(ui) and rp(u2)t/p(u2) have opposite signs. But this implies the

vanishing of rplp at some point of V, which violates (2.2).

The simplest situation is that in which S is a half space (intersected with V). In

this case a certain uncoupling of the shock relation (2.3) allows us to simplify the

criteria for S to be an invariant set.

COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose that S is the intersection of V with a half space.

Then Theorem 3.2(a) is both necessary and sufficient for S to be an invariant set.

PROOF. We need to show that, under these hypotheses, Theorem 3.2(b) is a

consequence of (a). We assume in this proof that the normal to öS is the constant

left eigenvector lp (so that the normalization (2.2) may no longer be satisfied).

The proof consists of showing that, for uq G öS and ¿ ^ p, the ¿-shock curve

through uo in fact lies on the plane öS. To see this, we map the plane {vn = 0} in

Rn onto (the global extension of) öS by an affine map v \-* Av + uo, and we let

g(v) = A-1[f(Av + u0)-f(uo)}.

Then the Rankine-Hugoniot condition

f(u) - f(u0) = s(u - Uo)

is equivalent to the relation

(3.1) g(v) = sv.

Now, since A maps the plane {vn — 0} onto a plane whose normal is lp, A4 must

map lp to e„ = (0,..., 0,1). And since

dg/dv = A-\df/du)A,

we see that en must be a left eigenvector of dg/dv\Vn=o- Therefore, on {vn = 0},

dg/dv has the structure

rB

w> t 0 Xp

We let v = (v, vn) and g = (g, gn), where v, g G R™ 1. Evidently B = (dg/dv)(v, 0)

has n — 1 distinct eigenvalues, so that the reduced Rankine-Hugoniot condition

(3.3) g(v,0) = sv

has n-1 curves of solutions through v = 0. However, (3.2) shows that (ögn/öv)(v, 0)

= 0, so gn(v,0) = gn(0,0) = 0 = s • 0. Thus if v and s solve (3.3), then in fact

g(v,0) = s(v,0), which is (3.1). We have therefore shown that there are n-1

curves of solutions of (3.1) all lying in the plane {vn = 0}. As remarked earlier,

the images of these curves under the map v *—> Av + uo are the n — 1 ¿-shock or

¿-contact discontinuity curves for ¿ ^ p, which are therefore seen to lie in öS.

EXAMPLE 3.4.   We consider the following system of conservation laws, which

arises in chemical chromatography (see [1, p. 36]):

(3.4) —(8ni+Ci)+A-^=0,        i = l,...,n.
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Here n¿ and c¿ are concentrations which depend on x and t, and 8 and A are positive

constants. The system becomes closed under an additional hypothesis of the form

NKid
1 £,* 3^3

where N and Ki are positive constants. The conserved quantities are then

(3.5) 8m + Ci
8NKi

1 + E,^

We first observe that u =  (ui,...,un) is a locally invertible function of c =

(ci,..., cn). To see this, we compute

duj

öa
= 1 +

and

(3.6)

Thus
ÖUj

ÖCi

ÖUi

ÖCi

3fr

(l + Ei^P

SNKjKjCj

{l + ZiKjCj)f

öu.

ÖCi
= 1 +

SNKi

(1 + EiKict)2'

which is positive in the nonnegative octant of c-space. Thus (du/dc)* is strictly

diagonally dominant, so that dc/du is an invertible matrix in a neighborhood V of

the nonnegative octant of c-space.

Scaling out the constant A, we rewrite (3.4) in the form

öu/öt + öc(u)/öx = 0.

Now, Ci is a concentration, so the set {c¿ > 0} should be invariant. By (3.5) the

invariance of {cz > 0} is equivalent to that of {ux > 0}. Applying Corollary 3.3,

we have only to check that, when Ui = 0, the standard basis vector e¿ is a left

eigenvector of dc/du or equivalently, du/dc. But this follows from (3.6), for when

m = 0 (ci = 0), dui/dcj = 0 for j ^ i, so that the ¿th row of du/dc is a multiple

of e¿, as required. And since the intersection of invariant sets is invariant, we thus

have that the nonnegative octant of u-space is invariant for (3.4).

In general, when S is not a half space, the shock curves may be difficult or

impossible to compute, so that condition (b) of Theorem 3.2 cannot be checked.

As we shall see, however, (b) is closely related to the convexity of S. To motivate

this result, we shall apply Theorem 3.2 to compute (well-known) invariant sets for

the equations of isentropic gas dynamics.

EXAMPLE 3.5. Consider the p-system

vt - ux = 0,        ut + p(v)x = 0

(v and u are now scalars), where p satisfies p'(v) < 0 < p"(v) for v > 0. One easily

computes that in the set V = {(v,u): v > 0}, the eigenvalues of ö(-u,p(v))/ö(u,v)

are ±A(u) = ±\/—p'(v), with corresponding (unnormalized) right and left eigen-

vectors

r± =
+ 1
X

and    Z-b =
A

Tl
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Now, if 5 is to be an invariant set, then by Theorem 3.2(a), öS must be an

integral curve of r_ or r+. The integral curves of r_ are given by

i-V

(3.7) u = u0+       X(
J Vn

s)ds.

There are thus two candidates for a corresponding invariant set: namely, the regions

above and below the curve (3.7). To check condition (b) of Theorem 3.2, we compute

the 1-shock curve through (vo,uo) from the Rankine-Hugoniot condition (2.3):

(3.8) u = u0- \/-[p(v) - p(v0)](v - v0),        v < v0.

(The requirement that v < vo is dictated by the entropy condition (2.4).) It is

easy to see that the 1-shock curve (3.8) lies below the integral curve (3.7), for when

V < v0,

evo r /   evo \    /   r-va      \ "1 1/2

j     ,/^(s)ds<    (J     -p'WdajU    ds)

= \/-[p(v) -p(vo)](v-vQ).

This shows that the lower region

S = < (v, u): u<uo+ /   X(s) ds >

is in fact an invariant region. The condition p" > 0 implies that S is the convex

component of V — öS. (If p were to satisfy p', p" < 0 instead, then the 1-shock

curve would still be given by (3.8), but for v > vo, and the result would be the

same: the invariant set 5 would be convex.)

In a similar way, starting from an integral curve of r+, we can show that the sets

= < (v, u): u>Uq— /    X(s) ds >

are also invariant. Finally, by taking the intersection of two invariant sets, one

from each family, we obtain an invariant set in which v, the reciprocal of density,

is bounded below, and in which, therefore, the matrix /' is bounded.

It was no accident that the ¿-shock emanating from (vo,ur>) G öS broke into the

convex component of V — öS. In fact, this phenomenon generalizes, and allows us

to replace condition (b) of Theorem 3.2, in many cases of interest, by the simple

requirement that S be convex.

THEOREM 3.6.   Assume that all fields are genuinely nonlinear.

(a) // S is invariant, then S must be convex.

(b) If S satisfies Theorem 3.2(a) and is convex, then S is locally invariant.

The proof of Theorem 3.6 is rather long and so will be deferred to the end of this

section. It is easy to see that the genuine nonlinearity hypothesis is necessary here.

For suppose that, for a system of two conservation laws, the first characteristic

field is linearly degenerate. Take C to be any integral curve of n« (C is therefore

a contact discontinuity curve.) Then for either side S_ or S+ of C, of Theorem

2.2(a) is satisfied by construction, and (b) is vacuous. Thus both sides S- and S+
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are invariant sets; but unless C is a line, they cannot both be convex.  A specific

example is provided by the following system:

ut + (eu + ev)x = 0,        vt = 0.

One can easily apply Theorem 3.2 to this system to show that the set

S = {(u,v): u < 0 and v > ln(l - e")}

is a nonconvex invariant set in V = R2.

When n — 2 the result of Theorem 3.6 can be sharpened as follows:

COROLLARY 3.7. Assume n = 2 and both characteristic fields are genuinely

nonlinear. Then S is invariant if and only if S is convex and satisfies Theorem

3.2(a).

PROOF. In light of Theorems 3.2 and 3.6, we have only to show that, if S

is convex and satisfies Theorem 3.2(a), then the shock curves satisfy Theorem

3.2(b) globally. Thus let u0 G öS and let öS be the curve u(e) parameterized by

e = A(u(e)) - A(tto) and such that u(e) = r(u(e)). (r is the right eigenvector of

/' corresponding to the eigenvalue A.) Now, by Theorems 3.2 and 3.6, the shock

curve (j)l(uo, )|£<o of the same family remains in S near uo- We claim that if this

shock curve intersects öS at a point ui other than uo, then the shock curve and

öS are coinciding straight lines between «o and Uj,. To see this, we have from the

Rankine-Hugoniot condition that

/■A(ui)-À(un)

0 = /(tii) - /(tio) - s(ui - u0) = / [f'(u(e)) - s]ti(e) de
./o

= / [A(u(e)) - s]ù(e) de — / [e + A(u0) - s]u(e) de

= [A(ui) - s]ui - [A(tio) _ s]u0 - / ti(e) de.

Thus

A(u0) - A(ui)

/■A(u0)-A(ui)

/ u(e) de
Jo
s-A(ui) A(u0) - s

—r"i + w  \     w—r«o-
A(«o) - A(tii) A(uo)-A(ui)

Since the entropy condition requires that A(uo) > s > A(tti), we thus have that an

integral average of points on öS is a point on the line segment [uo,ui] joining ito

and v\. Thus ti(e) = öS is in fact a straight line between uo and u\, and we may

take ù(e) = r to be constant. But then

(3.9)        f(u(£)) - /(uo) = f f'(u(£))ù(£) de

= ^ X(u(s)) de) r = 0 £ a) [u(e) - u0],

so that this line segment coincides with the shock curve, as claimed.

To prove the corollary, we need to show that the shock curve <j>l(uo, ■)Ie<o remains

in S as long as it is defined. If not, then by Theorem 3.6 and the above claim, there

is a minimal (negative) ei such that (¡>l(uo, -)\e<o coincides with öS up to ui = u(ei)
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35

<A"2 • * )

Figure 2

(Figure 2). Evidently u(e) is not linear on any interval (e, £i]. Let A be the set of

all u on the line segment [uo,ui] such that <pl(u, -)\£<o is globally contained in S.

Then A is clearly closed, and ui G A by Theorem 3.6 and our claim above. But A

is also open in [uo, Ui], for if u2 G A, then (3.9) shows that the line segment \u2, Ui]

is contained in <p'(tt2, -)U<o, say ui = 0i(u2,e'i). Then since u2 G A, we must have

that, for e < eí, <¡>l(u2,£) G int(S) (since öS is not a line past ui). By continuity

and our claim above, the shock curves 4>l(u, -)\£<o for u near u2 also enter int(S),

and therefore will have precisely the same behavior. That is, such nearby points are

also in A. Thus A = [uo,ui], and the shock curve 4>1(uq, ■) remains in S globally.

We can now work out explicitly the invariant sets S for a system of two genuinely

nonlinear conservation laws. First, by Theorem 3.2(a), the boundary öS must be

an integral curve of a right eigenvector field, say of r,-. Then öS is locally the

solution set of an equation g(u) — 0, where g: R2 -»R2, Vg == ßlp, ß is a scalar,

and j t¿ p. By the above corollary, S is then invariant if only if S is convex. And

since öS is smooth, one of the components S of V — öS will be convex provided

that r}jg"rj is of one sign on öS (see the remarks in the proof of Theorem 3.6(a)

below). This latter condition can be computed explicitly in terms of / as follows.

Since Vg is a left eigenvector of

/' =
v/i
v/3

we have

APVr/ = Vg'
V/Î
V/24

Differentiating in the direction r¿, we then obtain

(VAp • r^Vg* + Xpr)g" = r)g" f + Vg

Now take the dot product of both sides with r,- :

Kr)<j"rj = X3ryrj + Vg'
r\f'{r3

r)ttr3

so that

rW'r,
Xp — Xj

r^f'i'r,

r)f'2'r3
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ll

Since ß and Ap — Xj are of one sign, we conclude that one of the sides S of an

integral curve of rx will be an invariant region provided that, along this integral

curve, the quantity

^/i'rv

is of one sign. Systems of two conservation laws which satisfy this condition globally

are precisely those in the Johnson- Smoller class (see [6]).

We do not know whether Theorem 3.2(a) and convexity are sufficient to insure

invariance in the large when n > 3. It is worth observing that a counterexample

here would then be an example for which parabolic regularization fails. For suppose

that, for some system of three or more conservation laws, there is a convex set S

satisfying Theorem 3.2(a), but which is not invariant for Riemann problems. If

then u; and ur are points of S for which the solution u(x, t) of the corresponding

Riemann problem contains a state not in S, then u(x,t) cannot be the limit (in

LXoc, say) as e —> 0 of solutions u£(x, t) of

(3.10) ut + f(u)x = £UXX.

This follows because, by the results of [2], S is in fact invariant for solutions of

(3.10), so that u£(x,t) G S for all e,x,t.

The question of the global invariance of such sets S (i.e., convex sets satisfying

Theorem 3.2(a)) reduces by Theorems 3.2 and 3.6 to the question of whether or not

¿-shock curves originating on öS remain in S globally. The following result gives

sufficient conditions for an affirmative answer.

THEOREM 3.8. Suppose S satisfies Theorem 3.2(a). Let i < p and assume that

the ith characteristic field is genuinely nonlinear. Then ¿/u(e) is the i-shock curve

through ui G öS, u(e) will be contained in S globally provided that the following

conditions hold:

(a) S is strictly convex in the sense that, when ui,u2 G öS, (u2 — ui)'n(u2) > 0

(n is the outer normal to öS).

(b) s(u¡,u(e)) < Ap(u(e)) (s is the shock speed).

(c) (d/d£)s(ut,u(£)) > 0.

(The parameterization of u(¿) is taken so that e decreases away from u¡.)

PROOF. Suppose that the ¿-shock u(e) intersects öS at ur — u(eo), and let S

be given by {u: g(u) < 0} near ur. Then setting s(e) = s(u¡,u(£)), we have, from

(2.3),
[f'(u(£))-s(£)}ù(£) = s(£)[u(£)-Ul].

Letting e = eo and multiplying by Vg(ur), we obtain

(Ap - s)Vgtu = sVg^Ur - ui);

that is,
d s

-¡f£Q(u(e))\£=e0 = ——Vg^Ur -u,).

Our hypotheses (a)-(c) together with the fact Vg is a positive multiple of n show

that g is strictly positive. Since e decreases along the shock curve, we conclude

that u(e) returns to int(S) past ur.    D
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/-integral

u\

Figure 3

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.6. Suppose S satisfies Theorem 3.2(a). We fix a point

ui G öS and let ur be a nearby point on the ¿-shock curve through uj, where i < p.

If ur is sufficiently close to u;, the implicit function theorem applies to show that

ui can be connected to a point ui by an integral curve of r¿ and ur to a point u2 by

an integral curve of rp, in such a way that ui and u2 are connected by a sequence

of integral curves of the fields r¿ for j ^ ¿,p (Figure 3). Moreover, since the ¿-shock

curve and the integral curve of r¿ differ by 0(e3) when the curves are parameterized

by e = A¿(u) — A¿(u¡), it is easy to see that

(3.11) ur -u2,u2 -ui = 0(AA3),

where AA¿ = A¿(ui) - A¿(u¡).

Now let öS be given locally as the solution set of the equation g(u) = 0, where

Vg(u) = ß(u)lp(u) on öS and, without loss of generality, ß > 0. We shall show

below by Taylor series that, for the above configuration,

AA3
(3.12) [Ap(u2)-s]AAp = -^(r\g"ri)\U2 + O(AXf),

where s is the speed of the shock (u¡,ur) and AAP = Ap(ur) — Ap(u2). Observe

that, in the small, Ap(u2) - s > 0 by the ordering of the characteristic speeds, and

AA¿ < 0 if the shock (ui,ur) is entropy-satisfying. Now, since lprp = 1 and ß > 0,

rp points out of S. And since VAprp = 1, it follows that ur G S ■&■ AAP < 0. Now

suppose S is invariant. Then all such points ur are in S, so the corresponding AAP

are nonpositive. Letting AA¿ —> 0 in (3.12), we then have that r¿g"r¿ > 0 at uj for

any u¡ G öS. An easy local calculus argument then shows that each point u¡ of öS

is the center of a ball B such that B n S is convex. It then follows that S itself is

convex (see [12, pp. 48-50]).

To prove the converse, suppose S satisfies Theorem 3.2(a) but is not a locally

invariant set. Then by (b) of that theorem there must be a point u¡ G öS whose

¿-shock curve (for ¿ < p, say) includes points ur £ S arbitrarily close to u¿. For such

a point ur we then have that AAP > 0, so that by (3.12), r\g"ri < 0 at some point

U2 of öS. But this implies that S cannot be convex. Thus convex sets satisfying

Theorem 3.2(a) are at least locally invariant.

To prove (3.12) we expand each term in the shock relation

(3.13) lp(u2Y[f(ur) - f(ui)\ = Slp(u2)\ur - ui)

about u2, making repeated use of (3.10). In the following computations, functions

without arguments are understood to be evaluated at u2. First,

A\2 A\3    J

m « U! - AA,rt(ui) + ^f(r'%rx)\Ul - -^— (rfr)^ + O(AAj),
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so that, by (3.11),
AX2 A\3    J

(3.14) ui - u, = AA,rt - ^rfo + ^¿-^r,) + 0(AA?).

Thus
AA2 AA3      id        \

(3.15) lp(m - ut) = -^llr'n + £*./* [-¿-r[nj + O(AXt).

Next, if Vj are the intermediate states in the curve joining u2 with ui and AAj

Xj(vj) — Xj(vj-i), then

(3.16) u2 = ui + Y, àX3r3 + 0(AXÎ)>

so that

(3-17)

Finally, if

then

(3.18)

so that

(3.19)

li(u2-Ui) = 0(AX\i).

AAp = Ap(ur) - Ap(u2),

u2 + AAprp + 0(AX¡),

d   ,
r'lr^j+0(AXJ).

/P(ur-u2) = AAp + 0(AA|).

Adding (3.15), (3.17), and (3.19), we therefore obtain

AX2 A\.q      /

(3.20) Zp(ur - Ul) = AAP - ^fiyxrx + ^Zp (-

Next, we expand the left side of (3.13). In this computation the vectors f"(v, v)

and f'"(v,v,v) will be denoted by f"v2 and f'"v3. First, from (3.11) and (3.14),

/(«,) = /(ui) + f'(Ul - ui) + §/>, - ui)2 + y'"(Ul - uif + 0(AX\)

K\2
= f(m) - A.AV, + ^(f'Kn + f"r2)

+
AA3

-f'^MrJ-znn^-rr! + 0(AXt),

so that

AA
(3.21)      lp[f(ui) - /(«,)] = - =^-(A„Zpr^ + l*/"r;

+
AA

APZP^(r^) + 3Zp/"(r,,r^) + /p/"V3

Next, by (3.16),

+ 0(AAt4).

f(ui) = f(u2) + f'(ui~u2) + 0(AXt)

= /(«2)= Y,X3^rj+0(AXJ),
Jt^.P
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so that

(3-22) /p[/(u2) - f(ui)} = O(AXt).

Finally, by (3.18),

/(ur)-/(u2) = /'(ur-u2) + 0(AA?)

= ApAAprp + 0(AA?),

so that

(3.23) lp\f(ur) - /(«a)] = ApAAp + O(AXf).

Now add (3.21)-(3.23) to obtain the expansion of lp[f(ur) — /(u;)], and subtract

the expansion of slp(ur — u¡) (3.15). The result is

AA2

2
(3.24) (Ap - s)AXp + =£-[{8- Xp)iyin - llf'r2}

+ ^M(AP - ■)$£(»&) + Kf"(ny*n) + lpf'"r2\

= 0(AX\).

However, if we differentiate the relation /'r¿ = A¿r¿ in the r¿ direction, we obtain

(3.25) f"r2 + f'r'lrl=rl + Xlr'lrl,

so that

lpf"r2 = (Xz-Xp)llr>n.

The coefficient of AA2/2 in (3.24) is therefore (s — A¿)/pr¿r¿.   Next, differentiate

(3.25) in the r¿ direction and take lp to obtain

/P/'"r3 +3i*/'Viri,ri) - (At - Xp)lp-^(r'lrx)+2l))r[rx.

The coefficient of AAf/6 in (3.24) is therefore

2ZPr>¿ + (Xi - s)?p£tfri) = 2lpr¡rt + 0(AX%).

(3.24) has thus been simplified to

AA2 AA3
(3.26) (Ap - S)AAP + -^(s - At)ZPr^ + -f-lfrn = O(AXJ).

However, by (2.5),

s = Xx(Ul)+ Xx(ur) + 0(AA?) = XiM + Xi + 0(AA?)i
z z

so that

s-A^-AA^ + OÍAA2).

Substituting this into (3.26), we then obtain

(3.27) (Ap - s)AAp + (AXl/mpr'si = O(AXJ).

Finally, if we differentiate the relation Vg'ri — 0 in the r¿ direction and use the

fact that Vg = ßlp, we obtain

lyn = -(i/ßyl9"rz.

(3.12) then follows by substituting this into (3.27).    D
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4. Finite difference schemes and invariant regions. In this section we

make some preliminary remarks concerning invariant regions and finite difference

schemes for systems of conservation laws.

Let Xfe = fcAx, k = 0, ±1, ±2,..., and tm — mAt, m = 0,1,2,..., and denote by

um an approximation to u(xk, tm). For example, the Lax-Friedrichs scheme is based

upon taking integral averages of solutions of Riemann problems as follows. Given

ufc±i' ^ u(xi *)> * > *m' De *ne solution of the Riemann problem with "initial" data

Ife-li X < Xfe,
U^tm'  [U'k"+1, X>Xfe,

and assume that the CFL condition

Ax
(4.1) —- >max|AJ(u(x,i))|

¿St 3,x,t

holds. The Lax-Friedrichs approximation is then defined by

(4.2) u-+i = _l_£'Mu(X)Wl)dx.

If we apply the divergence theorem to the vector field (f(u),u) on the rectangle

[xfc_i,Xfc+i] x [ím,ím+i] and use (1.1) and (4.1), we obtain the more familiar,

computational form of the Lax-Friedrichs scheme,

The Godunov scheme is defined in a similar way: we let u(x, t) solve the double

Riemann problem with data

!Ufc"_i, X < Xfe_1/2,
tife". Zfc-l/2 < X < Xfc+1/2,

«r+i Xk+1/2 < X,

and take

l    rXk+1/2
(4.3) ukn+1 = 7- u(x,tm+i)dx.

As above, this scheme is equivalent to

(4.4) u-+1 = ur + |^[/MufeVi,u£)) - /MufeNufeVJ)],

where u;(u¡, ur ) is the solution of the Riemann problem with data (u¡, ur ), evaluated

at (0,i).

Now, if a convex set 5 is invariant for solutions of Riemann problems, then the

forms (4.2) and (4.3) show that S remains invariant for the above two schemes. We

thus have:

THEOREM 4.1. Let S be a convex set in u-space which is invariant in the sense

o/§2. Assume that all states are sufficiently close and that the CFL condition (4.1)

holds. Then S is also invariant for solutions of the Lax-Friedrichs and Godunov

schemes.

Of course, when all fields are genuinely nonlinear, invariant sets are necessarily

convex, by Theorem 3.6. We also remark that there is a proof (Hoff [4]) that the
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Figure 4

invariant regions found in Example 3.5 for the p-system remain invariant for the

Lax-Friedrichs scheme, even when the states u™^ and uJJYi are so far apart that

the solution of the corresponding Riemann problem fails to exist. We conjecture

that this is true more generally: that is, that if S is a convex set satisfying Theorem

3.2(a) and in which /' is bounded, then 5 should be invariant for solutions of the

Lax-Friedrichs scheme, provided only that the CFL condition (4.1) holds. When

such an invariant set does exist, the results of Hoff-Smoller [5] and Nishida-Smoller

[9] become applicable to show that the parabolic system (3.10), with arbitrarily

large BV Cauchy data, has a global smooth solution.

Last, we shall examine the Osher scheme (see [10, 11]) in the special case that

there are no sonic points. Thus, for u in V,

(4.5) Ai(u) < ••• < Ag(u) < 0 < AQ+i(u) <

In this case Osher's scheme takes the simple form

< A„(u).

(4.6)
,m+l

uk
At

[f(nk+i)-f(vq(ukn,ukn+1))
k ~*      Ax

+ f(vq(Ukn.i,ukn))-f(u^i)},

where v¿(u¡, ur), ¿ = 1,..., n, is defined as follows. We connect ur = vo to u¡ = vn

with a sequence of curves T¿ and require that T¿ be an integral curve of r¿. u¿_i

and Vi are then the endpoints of Tl. The reversal of the natural order of the

characteristic speeds here seems to be connected to the sharpness with which the

scheme resolves shocks and contact discontinuities. On the other hand, we shall

show that this reversal can also result in the loss of invariant regions.

Suppose, for example, that the Osher scheme is applied to the p-system (Example

3.5). We let S be the set

= {(«, ti): 0 > g(v,u) = u - uo r x(s)ds\,
Jvn )

which was shown to be an invariant region, and we take (vkn_1,um_1) = (v™,™™) ~

(vo,uo) and (vkn+1,um+1) = (v2,u2) G S as in Figure 4. We may arrange these

points so that (vo,uo) is connected to a point (vi,ui) by an integral curve of r2,

and (ui,ui) to (v2,u2) by an integral curve of r%, in such a way that

(4.7) v0 < v2 < vi.
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Applying Osher's scheme (4.6), we then obtain

m_i_i     _ ¿\t , .

ffc = V = V0 +   a~ ("2 -Ui),

At

A
Now let vi = v2 + £, where e > 0. Then

u*r+1 = u = u0- ^[pm -p(vi)]-

ev2

u2 = ui + I     X(s)ds
J V\

so that

ti2 - «i = -A(vi)e + 0(e2).

Thus

g(v, u) = u — uo — /    X(s)i
J va

= -zrz\p(v2)-p(vi)\- ¡ X(s)ds
Ax Jvo

ids

rva + {¿\t/ ¿\x){u2-ui)

= -£-p'(vi)e - -t—X(vq)(u2 - ui) + 0(e2 + |u2 - ui]2)

= -^A(t;i)2e + ^AMAMe + 0(e2)
i\x ZXx

= ^X(vi)£[X(v0)-X(vi)} + O(£2),

which is positive for e > 0 small, by (4.7). (This depends upon the usual assumption

that p" > 0, which implies that X(v) is decreasing in v.) Thus (tJ,ti) $ S, even

though (t>o, uo) and (v2,u2) are points of 5. Observe also that this failure to respect

the invariant sets S cannot be remedied by any restriction on the mesh ratio At/Ax.

This example suggests that we modify the Osher scheme to restore the natural

ordering of the characteristic speeds. Specifically, given vectors u; and ur, we

connect u¡ = uo to ur — vn by a sequence of integral curves T¿ of r¿. If u¿_i(u¿,ur)

and Vi(ui, ur) are the endpoints of T¿, and if the A¿ satisfy (4.5), then the modified

scheme which results will be

(4.8)       u^+i=u? - |[/kw,^i)) - /Murmur))].

In the following theorem, we show that this "modified Osher scheme" does in

fact preserve the correct invariant regions. While rather specialized because of

assumption (4.4), this result is still broad enough to cover the application to the

p-system (Example 3.5).

THEOREM 4.2. Let S be a convex set satisfying Theorem 3.2(a), and assume

that (4.5) holds. Then S is invariant for the modified Osher scheme (4.8) provided

that all states are sufficiently close and that one of the following holds:

(a) S is the intersection ofV with a half-space;

(b) S is strictly convex, n = 2, and the CFL condition (4.1) holds;

(c) S is strictly convex, n > 3, and At/Ax is sufficiently small.

PROOF. It is sufficient to consider the case that um G öS. We shall expand

the terms f(vq) in (4.8) about u™. First, let u™ = vq and ujj™^ = vn, and connect
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v¿_i to Vi by an integral curve of r¿ of "length" e¿ = A¿(t;¿) - A¿(f¿_i).   In the

following computations we let e = (ei,...,eg), and functions without arguments

are understood to be evaluated at u™:

+ 0(e3)VQ-Ukn = J2(vt - Vi-i) = J2 [£*r* + 2e*r'iri)
¿=1 i<q  ^ '

= 52 Un + \£ï<r*) + Yl £*r'i(vi - vi-i) + °(£3)
i<q  ̂  '        j<i<q

52 (tin + \£ïr'iri) + 52 £i£3r'ir3 + °(ñ-
i<q   s ' 3<i<Q

Therefore

¡M - f(uT) = f'(vq - Ufe") + \f"(Vq - uD2 + 0(e3)

i<q   ^ 3<i<<¡

+ l2J2£le]f"(rl,rj) + 0(£3)
i,3<Q

= Ee^ + I^I/'r^ + nr^)]
i<q i<q

+  £ ^[/V^ + r^^r^l + Oie3).

However, if we differentiate the identity /'r¿ = A¿r¿ in the direction of r¿, we obtain

frfo + /"(n.ry) = {dXi/drj)n + X^.

Therefore

(4.9) /Mu£>r+i)) - /K1) = ££Ar*+5>2(r¿+A'rW
i<g i<q

+ Ç e<e¿ fêri + ̂ »fa.)+ °(£3)-
j<i<q

Next, let u^j = t>o be connected to u™ = vn by a sequence of integral curves

T¿ of r¿. Let u¿_i and t>¿ be the endpoints of T¿ and e¿ = A¿(t>¿) - A¿(t;¿_i). Then

letting e = (eq+i,..., en), we obtain, in a similar manner,

(4.10) /<«T)-/M«E-i.O)
=   52  e¿A¿r¿ - i  52 £¿(r' + A¿f¿n)

q+l<i Q+l<»

1<¿<7 V        3 'q+l<i<j
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Now let e = (ei,...,en), where (ei,...,eg) appears in (4.9) and (e,+i,...,£„)

in (4.10). Adding (4.9) and (4.10), we obtain

(4.11)   /KK\u£Vi)) - /KKU^))
= 52 £iXiTi ~ 3 £(sSn A¿)e2(r¿ + A¿r-r¿)

+ 0(e3).+     £  -    £ ei£J(^ri + Atyiri)

Vi<*<9    q+i<i<jj  L J J

Finally, let 5 be given locally as {u: g(u) < 0}, so that Vg(ufen) is parallel to

lp{u%). Then from (4.8) and (4.11),

g«+1) = ?(«?)'+ 7b*(«r+1-ti?)

+ ¿(ur+i - «?)vw?+1 - «n+o(e3)
= - oepApVsVl + 0(e)] + | £e2|Al|Vgtr^

i^p

/

— a

\

E - E (EiEjXiVg'r'^j)

j<i<q       q+l<i<j  .

\ i,3^P i,3^P    J

+ T £ ei£jXlX3rtjg"rt+0(£3),

where a is the mesh ratio, a = At/Ax, and ë = (ei,... ,ep_i,ep+i,... ,en). How-

ever, for i t¿ p, Vfif4r¿ = 0 on öS, so that for j jí p,

r\g"rj + Vg^r, = 0

Thus

(4.12) g(u™+l) = - aepApVffVpH + 0(e)] - f £e2|Ai|r^"ri

+ a E -  E
j<i<q        q+l<i<j   .

¿#P

(e¿ejA¿r}Eí"r¿)

+ T £ £i£,KXjrtjg"rl + 0(e3).

»,j¥p

We claim that the first term on the right side is nonpositive. Suppose first that

Ap < 0. Then p < q and the curve Tp occurs in the path joining u™ to ukn+1. Since

ti™ = vq is in öS, so is t>p_i; and since vn = u™+1 is in S, so is vp. Thus

0 > g(vp) = g(vp) - g(vp^i) = EpVgW^, + 0(e2).

Thus if ep ^ 0, ep and Vgtrp\Vp__1 have opposite signs.  Since all states are close

and Ap < 0, we may then conclude that

-aepApVg • rp|u¡[l + 0(e)] < 0.
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The proof is similar for the case that Ap > 0. Now, when (a) of the theorem holds,

g is linear and the above estimate therefore shows that ^(u™*1) < 0, which implies

that u£*+1 G S.

When n — 2, the quadratic terms on the right side of (4.12) simplify to

-(a/2)e2|Aî|r^"rI + (a2/2)e2A2rlt?"rî = -(a/2)s2\XMg"n(l - a|At|),

which is negative definite in 5 by (4.1) and the strict convexity of S. This proves

(b).
To prove (c) we write the quadratic terms on the right side of (4.11) as -aA(e, e)

+a2B(£, ë), where A and B are the obvious bilinear forms. Clearly,

0<p|e|2 < B(e,e) < p|ë|2.

Now, if we were to repeat the entire computation leading up to (4.12) instead for

the Godunov scheme (4.4), the result would have been exactly the same, since the

shock and rarefaction curves agree up to third order. And since S is invariant for

the Godunov scheme, it follows that the form — a A + o?B is nonpositive when a

is smaller than the CFL number qo in (4.1). Therefore

A(ë,ë) > ao-B(ë,ë) > a0p|ë|2,

so that

-aA(ë,ë) + a2B(£,£~) < -q(qoP - op)|ë|2 < -C|ë|2,

provided that a < (p/p)ao. In this case the expansion (4.12) shows that ffiu™-1- ) <

0 as required.    D
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